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As convention creeps closer, the Major State

Officers have been hunkered down in the

Illinois FFA Center preparing. We are so

excited to see the results of our efforts, and

hope to see all of the members in attendance!

For this year, my mid-term goal pertained to

State Convention. It was to have 7,000

attendees at State Convention, so please come

and help my mid-term goal come true! We

have so much in store at convention and know

everyone will enjoy every minute of it. Can't

wait to see y'all there!

 

- Shaylee

A Word from Shaylee



Eliza Petry

Business & Industry
The Major State Officers have travelled from the

city streets of Chicago, to the familiar IAA

building in Bloomington for visits with business

and industry friends from all over our state. Over

the last few months, the Major State Officers have

been visiting with their business and industry

friends. After attending the Farm Bureau Annual

meeting in Chicago last December, your Major

State Officers made sure they had time to stop at

Archer Daniels Midland,commonly known as ADM.

ADM is a global food processing company. The

company also is involved in commodity trading.

The Major State Officers had  the chance to meet

with some of the leadership at ADM, including Mr.

Greg Morris, the Senior Vice President and

President of Oilseeds for the company. The officers

also got a tour around the offices. Their favorite

part of the tour was when they stopped by the

hedge stock manager’s desk where there were huge

computer screens with graphs that represented the

trades of commodities. The officers learned a lot

from the visit with ADM from how commodity

prices affect the agriculture industry, to how ADM

transforms those commodities into many different

products. They are so thankful for the support from

a company like ADM that does so much for the

agriculture industry.

 

On their way home from Chicago, the Majors

stopped in Naperville at Rhea and Kaiser, a

marketing agency for agriculture companies. They

have worked with companies including Caterpillar,

Growmark, and Bayer. The officers got to meet

with the President and CEO,  Diane Martin where

she explained the history of the company. Rhea and

Kaiser has been marketing for agriculture

companies for 40 years. The Majors then took a

tour around 

the office and met employees of the Rhea and Kaiser

team. From the senior account director to the associate

creative director, the officers had a step-by-step

walkthrough of how Rhea and Kaiser works as a system.

They took a lot away from the experience, which is why

they were so grateful for the opportunity, along with the

support from the company. 

 

Fast forwarding to January, the  Major State Officers had

the chance to meet with more industry friends. They

visited Compeer Financial, a cooperative that supports

farmers through loans, leases, risk management, and

other financial services. The majors visited with

employees of the company and learned how the

cooperative works. Their mission is “Enriching

Agriculture and Rural America.” The officers learned that

Compeer Financial serves over 43,000 clients, which is

why the Major State Officers are so thankful for their

support to Illinois FFA.

 

The final stop on business and industry visits was the

Illinois Agricultural Association building. The IAA

houses Illinois Farm Bureau, Growmark, Country

Financial, Agriculture in the Classroom, and the IAA

Credit Union. Although this was a familiar building for

the Major State Officers due to the continued support

from the Illinois Agricultural Association to the Illinois

FFA, it was a great opportunity for them to stop by and

learn even more about all of the companies that are

housed in the building, all with a passion for agriculture. 

 

Business and industry supporters and friends are crucial

to keep the Illinois FFA wheel spinning, and for that we

are forever thank for the support, and continued support

from all of our industry supporters.



Calling all Illinois FFA Members! 

 

The sessions are scheduled, workshops are planned, and retiring addresses our written - Now we

need YOU!

 

The 91st Illinois FFA State Convention will be held June 11-13, 2019 at the Bank of Springfield

Center in Springfield, Illinois. Join us for this year’s annual convention to participate in a variety of

captivating and enthralling opportunities such as the engaging workshops, “We Are FFA Room”

festivities, and energizing sessions. Dive deep into developing your potential for career success as

you explore our extensive career show, and become directly involved in moulding the future of our

organization through the election of the 2019-2020 Illinois FFA State Officer Team. Above all,

immerse yourself in every facet of CELEBRATING an outstanding year of accomplishments that

ELEVATE Illinois FFA.

 

During this year’s six sessions we will ELEVATE our experiences, team, impact, accomplishments,

voice, and future, and there will be abundant opportunities to do so. Turn convention into an

adventure and elevate your experience through participating in the Illinois FFA Convention

Scavenger Hunt, or celebrate our teams that have gone to new heights in winning a career

development event. Boost the impact you can make by donating change to our “Spotlight On

Service” competition or through applying the key messages in the retiring addresses of the 2018-

2019 State Officer Team. Lift your voice in proclaiming your passion for our organization as we

celebrate another year of reaching new accomplishments in FFA. Each opportunity, each

experience, and each moment of the 91st Illinois FFA State Convention is designed to help you

ELEVATE your future.

 

Whether you be playing in the band, competing in a CDE, attending a workshop, or showing your

passion for our organization during the sessions, we hope to see YOU at the 91st Illinois FFA State

Convention June 11th-13th, 2019.

 

For more information on the 91st Illinois FFA State Convention, visit the convention tab at

illinoisffa.org.

-Sophia Hortin



NATIONAL FFA WEEK

The last week of February, we celebrated National FFA

Week. Chapters from all over our state and the nation,

thought of ways to celebrate the pride we have for the

National FFA Organization. To do this, FFA members

are given a whole week to celebrate. In a lot of

chapters, members have “dress up days” for each day of

the week. The dress up days may include blue and gold

day, dress like your future career day, wear a hat day,

and the list goes on. This year, each of the Illinois

Association FFA Chapters planned events during the

week as well. From Ag Olympics to Fish Fries, FFA

members really know how to celebrate FFA week! 

 

The Major State Officers split up during the time of

FFA week. Sophia, Miriam, and Taylor travelled all

around the state, attending various chapter’s FFA

events.. Eliza and Shaylee on the other hand both had

their final week of chapter visits. Shaylee had her

chapter visits in Section 8, the Chicagoland area.

Shaylee learned a lot from her experience in Chicago

during the week. “It changed my perspective on urban

agriculture,” she said. “It opened my eyes to see how

agriculture education can really change the lives of

students who never have even had an opportunity to see

rural America, or live on a production farm.” While

Shaylee was in Section 8, Eliza had chapter

-Eliza Petry

visits in Section 24. “I come from way up north where

it is so flat they say you can watch your dog run away

for a week,” said Eliza. “Southern Illinois is not at all

like that! Not only were the students amazing and so

fun to work with, but it was such a beautiful place to

explore while I had the time. I watch to find myself

back in southern Illinois at some point, maybe student

teaching for when I am in the process of becoming an

agriculture teacher.” Shaylee and Eliza had an

outstanding time on chapter visits during FFA week.

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

FFA week is a time to celebrate the National FFA

Organization anda great opportunity to advocate for

agriculture and agricultural education. FFA members

got the chance to share their FFA stories to their

schools and to their communities. FFA Week is such a

great time to FFA chapters, communities and

supporters. Illinois Association FFA is thankful that

we have a full week to share what the FFA is all

about.

“It opened my eyes to see how agriculture

education can really change the lives of

students who never have even had an

opportunity to see rural America, or live on

a production farm.”



PAVING THE WAY
B Y  T A Y L O R  H A R T K E

It allowed them  to advance their learning

experiences far beyond any other activity in

high school. They embraced each and every

activity together. For them, their trailblazing

days were made easy because they were doing

it side-by-side. Christy and Cathy look back

and realize that FFA was a natural

progression for the two of them. “We already

knew some of the boys from grade school and

4-H activities,” said Christy.“It was easy for

us to feel accepted and confident. All the work

habits and skills we learned at home were

reinforced in high school through FFA.” 

 

Both Christy and Cathy recognized not only

then, but especially now, exactly how much of

a forward thinking advisor Eicken was. “He

made sure that our experience was the same as

the boys,” said the sisters. They recalled only

one time where he deviated from the standard

lesson plans. Rather than shop and welding, he

instead created and developed a separate

independent study focused on  horticulture for

them to learn while the boys were in the shop.

He recognized the level of dependability and

responsibility they acquired as a result. As

Christy and Cathy put their agricultural

knowledge and skills to the test, in sectional

competitions, their competitiveness only

sharpened. 

 

Christy and Cathy both agree that their

favorite career development event was the

parliamentary procedure competition. “It was

both exciting and terrifying all at the same

time,” they said.

Carrollton High School, located in Greene

County, is where Christy and Cathy

Carter’s home FFA chapter is located.

These twin sisters have history in

agriculture and the National FFA

Organization with their stories beginning

in 1966. Although in 1966 the National

FFA Organization did not recognize

women as members of the FFA, that

didn’t stop Arthur Eicken, Carrollton

High’s agriculture instructor. The summer

before Christy and Cathy’s freshman year

 Eicken, came to their home to invite them

both to enroll in agriculture class and

become members of the Carrollton FFA

Chapter. Christy and Cathy were raised

on their local family farm where they both

developed their work ethic and dedication.

“A job was not done until it was done,

and done right,” said Cathy. “Our parents

did not give us any special passes just

because we were girls.  We started

feeding our own steers when we were

nine-years-old.” 

 

Eicken recognized the Carter sisters

dedication on their family farm and in the

local 4-H chapter and felt as if the sisters

would greatly enjoy increasing their

agricultural knowledge through

agriculture courses and the FFA. Eicken

also knew that no girls had ever taken

such a course or had involvement in FFA

before and he wanted to change that. 

 

Although women were not allowed as

official members or officers at the state or

national level until 1969, Christy and

Cathy were welcomed at their high school

and enjoyed the classroom work and

competitions. They had no idea that they

were indeed making history in their own

state. Just as FFA still does for students

today, it opened a whole new world for

the Carter sisters. 



The sisters  accredit their skills and career

achievements to the FFA.“When we reflect back

fifty years, we can clearly see that through our

FFA training, we learned many skills that

helped us with our careers,” said Christy “The

learned skill of accurate record keeping and

paying attention to detail started in FFA.”

 

Today both Christy and Cathy work full-time in

each of their thriving family businesses. Cathy,

along with her husband, Melvin Musgrave, also

a recipient of the Illinois FFA State Degree,

 own and operate a very successful farm near

Griggsville, Illinois. The duo is known for their

Angus herd called “Musgrave Angus.” Christy

and her husband Kent own and operate Dulle-

Trimble Funeral Home in Jefferson City,

Missouri. Even though Christy and Cathy’s

businesses are in different industries, the

concept of business management and the skills

developed from their time in the FFA proves to

be important in both of their careers.

 

Since the Carter sisters walked across the stage

to receive their State FFA Degrees at the 42nd

and 43rd Illinois FFA State Conventions,

hundreds of women have achieved the state's

highest honor. Although, Christy and Cathy

might not have realized the historical

significance they made at the time, the Carter

sisters truly marked the beginning of a new era

of growth for the National FFA Organization.

“It was overwhelming to watch the gavel

come down,” they said, recalling their first

parliamentary procedure competition.

 “Seeing a room full of boys jumping up

and screaming to get the chairman’s

attention.” The skills gained from career

development events, like parliamentary

procedure, would continue to be  important

as they continued to  pursue  their goals.

However, CDE’s weren’t the only aspect

of FFA that influenced their lives.

 

Similar to  FFA members today, both

Christy and Cathy also took part in the

work-based learning part of agriculture

education, keeping records in the area of

Beef Production. This was a way of

continuing and enhancing their already

established 4-H project of raising steers.

It served as an important project to fund

each of their college educations and paved

the way for them to make Illinois FFA

history. In 1970 at the 42nd State FFA

Convention at the University of Illinois in

Champaign, Christy made history as the

first female to receive her Illinois FFA

State Degree with her sister Cathy

receiving hers in 1971. Although the

sisters did not set out to make such

history, both of their actions would serve

as the start of a new era in the FFA. The

impact that the FFA has had on their life

has grown exponentially since receiving

their state degrees.

 

Eicken recognized the Carter

sisters ededication on their family

farm....and felt as if they wold

greatly enjoy increasing their

agricultural knowledge.



Seneca FFA Honors "Golden Farmers"

One farmer was 99-years-old, another was 92, and

still operated a combine. Another milked cows by

hand as a child. One couple has been married 65

years.   One remembers helping his grandfather hitch

horses to work in the field.  These were only some of

the 16 “Golden Farmers” recognized recently by The

Seneca FFA.

 

As a part of their National FFA Week celebration,

Seneca FFA invited farmers in their school district

who are over 70-years-old and have been involved in

farming for over 50 years, and presented them with a

“Golden Farmer” award.   Over 150 people were in

attendance at the event, held in conjunction with the

Seneca Historical Guild.

 

“Golden Farmers,” explained

 Seneca FFA member Isaac

 Brockman, “was an evening

 created to acknowledge 

those farmers and their 

families in our school 

district that are over 

70-years-old and have been

 farming for over 50 years.  

In every other occupation, 

career milestones are 

recognized with celebrations

and gifts.  Farmers, however, are never shown

appreciation for their 

longevity in a very challenging occupation.  We

wanted to change that.  In a few months, I’ll be

celebrated at a graduation for doing something for

four years. That’s nothing compared to these

individuals who have been doing it for over 50

years!”

 

Brockman served as emcee and FFA members served

as ushers as each farmer and their family were

brought to the stage and presented with a certificate

and a gift that read, ‘Farming: it’s not just the way

we make our living, it’s the way we make our life.’  A

biography was read for each farmer.   Seneca FFA

officer, Mackie Autry, read a tribute to farm wives

reminding attendees  that it was often the wife that

ensured both the farm and family were working

smoothly together.

Mr. Jeff Maierhofer, Seneca

Following the presentation of the Golden Farmers

they were asked several questions, generated by

FFA members relating to such topics as their

thoughts on improvements in farming over the years

and what advice and wisdom they could provide.  A

consensus among the answers was that farming has

and always will rely on a strong work ethic, even

with the convenient technology available today.

 

“It was awesome to meet and listen to our ‘Golden

Farmers.’  They were emotional, funny,  and you

could tell they were proud of a life of farming.” said

high school senior, Logan Daggett.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

“I’m so glad we took the time to honor them not

only for their farming career, but for the

contributions they made to our communities.”

 

“I can’t thank the Seneca FFA enough,” said

Golden Farmer and 1997 Farm Progress Show

host, Joe Kennedy.  “They sure made us feel special

tonight as we reflected on the challenging, but

wonderful life we led as farmers.”

 

The evening was partially sponsored by a “Living to

Serve” grant from the National FFA organization,

Tractor Supply, and CoBank.

 

Photo: Sixteen “Golden Farmers” from the Seneca High School district pose for a picture with current Seneca FFA

members at a recent ceremony that honored farmers who were over 70 years old and have been farming for 50 years.



ILLINOIS ASSOCIATION FFA

On February 8-9, 2019, over 700 Students from

across the state had the opportunity to attend the

annual 212 Conferences in two different locations!

One conference was located in Schaumburg,

Illinois and the other in Collinsville, Illinois. The

212 Conference is developed from the National

FFA Organization and is typically an FFA

members’ first Conference. The 212 Conference is

focused on discovering and developing freshmen

and sophomores and their leadership abilities. At

212, FFA members were challenged and pushed

beyond their comfort zones. 

 

“The 212 Conference allowed me to look at myself

and who I am in a different perspective,” said

Jeniece Cook from the Streater FFA Chapter. “It

allowed me to realize what steps I need to take to

not only love myself more, but also to reach my

goals and dreams. It made me more confident that

I can reach my goals in this organization and

become a stronger, better person for those around

me.”  

212 CONFERENCE

-Taylor Hartke

The conference included 6 jam packed leadership

sessions focusing on topics such as virtues and

passions and a  212 FFA Dance. Students from

across the state had various opportunities to

interact and meet new people.

 

“I loved learning about how to grow and uphold

my own passions and about the different virtues

that I think are important to possess,” said Maggie

Kelly from the Stewardson-Strasburg FFA

Chapter. We are so very excited to see where our

recent 212 Conference participants will go in this

organization and the goals they wish to pursue

outside of FFA! Thank you to all of our 212

Conference facilitators, FFA Advisors, and

students for making this conference one to

remember for FFA members across Illinois.



niche within their small groups as they experience the

trials of the challenger course, compete in the Ag

Olympics, and develops skills in the small group

sessions which they can take back to their home

chapters in order to make them better.” 

 

The connections made at FFA camp last forever.

Back in 2003, Meyer attended camp as an FFA

member, and still stays in contact with some of the

friends he made during his camp experience. Meyer’s

love for FFA camp lead him to become apart of the

camp staff so he could enjoy watching members grow

in their leadership talents. The first year he was on

staff, he met Ben Artman. Artman was a camp leader

for a camp group. In Artman’s camp group, was

Jacob Snook. The camp experience influenced not

only Artman’s leadership skills, but Snook’s as well.

The year following their camping experience, Artman

was elected Illinois FFA Major State Office and

Snook became Section 1 President. The leadership

skills they learned at camp lead them to receive those

outstanding roles in the FFA. Snook now teaches

agriculture at Lena-Winslow high school.

 

 It is obvious that the experience of FFA camp truly

comes full circle. The camp is July 23-26th at the 4-

H Memorial Camp in Monticello, Illinois. If you are

interested, talk to your FFA advisor to get signed up.

If you are not sure, ask anyone who has  attended

Illinois FFA camp previously. Everyone has a story

to share about their time at camp.

 

 Although it has been a 

tough winter in Illinois, 

summer will be here 

before we know it. What 

is so great about summer? If you ask any student

this question, the answer may include “summer

break” or “the sun,” but, if you ask an FFA

member, you may get a different answer. Illinois

FFA camp is held every summer, and is time for

fun, competition, and is an opportunity for

members from across the state to come together.

 

Illinois FFA camp is an opportunity for members

to spend a week with other students,share their

FFA experiences, and make new memories. Each

camper is assigned a“camp group,” who they stay

with all week long. The group works together in

different challenges and games. The students

learn how to work together with their team, and

by the end have created a bond within their little

community.

 

Camp would not be possible without a camp

director and the camp staff. Matt Meyer, FFA

advisor of Mendota high school, has been on the

camp staff for 12 years, seven of those years as

camp director. “Camp is a tremendous

opportunity for members to come together in

celebration of the FFA, while also getting to

showcase the skills and experiences that make

them unique,” said Meyer. “All campers go from

that awkward first day where they are unsure

about their decision to attend camp; to the last

day when no one wants to go home. The

opportunity for all campers to find their 

FFA Camp
Proud

By: Eliza Petry



ILLINOIS ASSOCIATION FFA

On March 23, over 200 Illinois Association FFA

members flooded Lincoln Hall at the University of

Illinois campus for one of the biggest competitions of

the year: State Awards Day. Each member had their

eyes set on the goal of being named the top member in

the state in their proficiency or star area. These

members had already achieved the title of District

Winner, placing them in the top five in the state.

 

Looking back on my own FFA Career, proficiency

interviews were one of the highlights. The process

begins at the chapter level, where the top student in

each area is selected to compete in the section

competition. My favorite thing about interviewing at

the section level was all the extra time before the

interview; I made so many new friends each year.

Some sections select the section winner based solely

on the record book itself. Regardless of how the

section winner is chosen, the top finalist in each area

moves on to the district competition.

 

District proficiency interviews narrow down the field

in each Supervised Agricultural Experience area to

the top five individuals in the state, one from each

district. I remember being nervous before my

interview in District II, but ultimately it was such a

great experience. I got to meet new friends from

different sections and, along with my peers, I simply

loved 

PROFICIENCY AWARDS
sharing what I knew about my project. Those members

with the strongest interviews and most impressive

record books would be selected to move on to State

Awards Day.

State Awards Day is a day full of anticipation and

excitement for both the district finalists  and their

advisors. Many members get to know the other district

winners in their area as they all wait for their

interviews; I still talk to friends that I met over two

years ago at State Awards Day. By the end of the day,

one winner in each area is selected to represent Illinois

on the national level. 

 

All members who compete in proficiencies, from chapter

all the way to the national level, understand that it’s not

just about keeping records on a production operation, a

research project, or a work experience. It’s about the

lessons learned, the endless hours spent, and the skills

earned. The Illinois FFA State Proficiency Winners are

often members who have competed for several years,

gaining the knowledge and experience that elevate their

proficiency area to the next level. 

 

To all of those state winners that were named this

March, we congratulate you and wish you the best in

your future endeavors. To all other FFA members who

have competed in the past or are hoping to compete in

the future: never forget that no matter the results of the

interview, what’s truly the most important is that you

exemplify dedication, passion, and a desire to learn in

every area of life.

By: Miriam Hoffman



THE AMERICAN DEGREE

The American FFA Degree is a precious award for servant leaders

who meet exceptional standards in their Supervised Agricultural

Experiences (SAE). Symbolized by a golden key charm, the American

Degree is the highest honor the FFA Organization can award

members. So precious, in fact, that less than one-percent of FFA

members across the nation have received this award.

 

Throughout April 3-5, 2019, members across Illinois traveled to the

Illinois FFA Center in Springfield to complete a review of their

application. Nominees participated in  interviews about their SAE

and participation in FFA at the chapter, state and local level. . After

interviews, a select number of members were recommended to the

National FFA. It is a delight to share that Illinois FFA recommended

139 Illinois FFA members to National FFA for further review.

 

Congratulations to those members who have met the “Gold Standard”

of excellence symbolized by the American FFA Degree! Those

successful candidates will receive their degree during the American

Degree Ceremony at the 92nd National FFA Convention

Indianapolis.

 

For more information on the American FFA Degree and American

FFA Degree requirements, visit:

 

 www.ffa.org/participate/awards/american-ffa-degree/

By: Sophia HortinSTARS over Illinois

 

Out of the thousands of  FFA

members from around the nation

that received their American

Degree annually, five members

will be American STARS who

represent the best of the best.

These members have achieved

supreme excellence in their

respective areas,considered

masters in production, finance,

management, and/or research.

 

Illinois is proud to have selected

four candidates (one per

area)representing  Illinois in the

American STAR award areas.

These candidates applications are

by National FFA to determine

four national finalists in each

area. National finalists are

announced by the National FFA

Organization in July.

 

Congratulations to the following

Illinois FFA Members who were

selected as the Illinois Candidates

for the American STAR Award in

their respective areas.

 

 

· Star Farmer - Nicholas

Torrance, Macomb FFA

 

· Star in Agribusiness - Trevor

Kaeb, Cissna Park FFA

 

· Star in Agricultural Placement

- Brandon Livingston, Bushnell

Prairie City FFA

 

· Star in Agriscience - Kacie

Haag, Tri-Point FFA


